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Promotion bid by prof
denied by local judge

Gov. Brown met a hostile crowd Saturday on the steps of the State Capitol. See page 4.

David Yarnold

By Mark van Wyk
Dr. Lenore Seltzer’s bid for full
professorship was denied last Friday in
a decision handed down by Santa Clara
County Superior Court Judge Marshall
Hall.
Stating it would be "extremely
disruptive" to substitute the court’s
authority for the authority of the
Psychology Department’s promotion
committee, Hall ruled in favor of the
university.
Seltzer, an SJSU associate professor
of psychology, was suing SJSU
President John Bunzel, Dr. James
Sawrey, dean of Social Sciences, Dr.
Edward Minium and Dr. Brant Clark,
psychology professors, and the
California State University Board of
Trustees on the grounds of sex bias.
Seltzer claimed her civil rights had
been denied her when she was not
promoted. She said her promotion was
denied because she is a woman.
In his ruling, Hall said Seltzer’s "high
professional posture" was adequately
presented in a very "strong case." He
ruled that, while he felt she should be
promoted to full professor, he would be
ignoring the court’s responsibility if he
ordered her promotion.

added music funds charged

Three local

Budget requests questioned

stores hit

By Terry LaPorte
he AS. budget committee heard
rges Thursday that some budget
uests from the Music Department
.e "padded" and A.S. music funds
not being used properly.
arth Benham, Music Council head,
1 the committee, "I can not defend
concert choir budget or the concert
.jr administration."
.fter the meeting, Benham added the
nphony band and symphony orstra as music groups he "has
istions about."
tenham heads the music council, an
t. agency which receives funding in a
lp sum and then allocates it to the
ious groups in the department.
’he groups include the concert and
z band, symphony band and orstra, percussion and jazz ensemble,
dent recital, concert choir and the
e club.
I don’t believe any music departnt group needs that much money,"
iham said in reference to the $4,550
iuest from the concert choir.
lenham said the representative from
concert choir was told about the
lget meeting but did not appear.
If they’re not interested enough so
y won’t come over and press their
nands to A.S., they have no bitch
’atever," he said.
.oncert choir adviser Dr. Charlene
hibeque was not available for
nment.
’here were no representatives from
concert choir, glee club, jazz ennble and pep band at the meeting.
file music department requested
,535 for 1975-76, $465 less than for

1974-75.
However, Benham said individual
groups such as the concert choir asked
for a large increase over this year’s
allocation.
"The problem is that certain people
refuse to deal in the real world. They
are only interested in the arts ,sd
aesthetics and don’t see the money is
just not available.
"Some of the music budgets made by
faculty members were padded. There is
nothing I can do about those requests,"
Benham said.
Benham also questioned some music
groups’ use of AS. money.
"The symphony band took a threeday weekend in a ski lodge in Yosemite
last semester. They said it was
reasonable because they did two
concerts.
"Rather than those two concerts, I
would rather see them play 10 closer
concerts."
Benham rapped the concert band for
traveling to San Diego to perform.
"Their rationale is that touring helps
recruitments of students in those areas.
I have never seen any statistics to show
this.
"Besides, state money should take
care of recruitment, not AS.," Benham
said.
Dr. Vernon Read, faculty adviser to
the symphony band and orchest.a said
the budgets were "defensible, and then
some.
"To take a large ensemble across the
street would cost $3,000. It’s very expensive.
"I’m only requesting $1,500 for
travel, which will be for only one trip

next year, Read said.
"Most university ensembles travel a
minimum of two weeks. We want to
keep this university on the map."
Read also defended the trip to
Yosemite.
"I’m the instructor who made the
decision. That trip was worthy. We
played at Merced College and other
places in the Yosemite Valley where
people cannot hear our music."
Read said the ensemble has played on
"thousands of local trips."
Benham added the music programs
have already been hurt this semester
because of state funding through AB
3116.
A.S. had previously funded the music
programs and is expected to pick up the
funding again when AB 3116 expires in
July.
"The state wasn’t willing to come up
with as much money. We’ve been
reduced, but we’re still operational."
Additional fiscal problems occured
this year because not enough funds
were provided for office materials by
A.S., Benham said.
Benham told the budget committee
he had been using the floor to stack
papers because of insufficient filing
space.
"Last year they told us that at the
budget committee that we should
reduce our requests for office
materials. They said A.S. would supply
them.
"But then A.S. didn’t come through.
After two days of being sent back and
forth between the A.S. and business
offices, I gave up," Benham charged.

with bombs
Minor damage was done to a San Jose
Safeway store and two other Bay Area
businesses when three pipe bombs
placed outside the buildings exploded
early yesterday morning, police said.
A fourth bomb placed outside a bank
in Hayward failed to explode, according to police.
The San Jose explosion occurred at
approximately 12:20 a.m, outside a
Safeway store located at Sixth and
Julian streets. It did minor damage to
the exterior of the building and blew out
several windows, Lt. Ronald Utz of the
San Jose police told the Daily.
There are no suspects or motives at
this time, said Utz, but police are
checking reports that two men and a
woman leaving the scene in an
automobile may have been involved, he
said.
Other bombs also exploded outside
the headquarters of the Del Monte
Corp. in San Francisco and a Wells
Fargo bank branch in Piedmont.
These bombs too did only minor
exterior damage.
According to police no warnings were
given nor has anyone taken credit for
the blasts.
The bomb that failed to go off had
been placed outside a Bank of America
branch in Hayward.
A clerk arriving to work saw a paper
bag containing a lunch bucket propped
up against the building and notified
police.
When police arrived at the scene they
found a pipe bomb which had
malfunctioned.

He explained the weight of the court’s
decision is equal to decision by either
the executive or legislative branches of
state government.
Hall admitted most university faculty
staffs are historically not balanced in
the sexes but "changes in women’s
roles come about through change in
social interest"not through court
judgment.
"I can’t jump to conclusions, guess,
or speculate," said Hall about the
outcome of the case adding that
perhaps Seltzer, like many "heroes"
throughout history, was at first slower
in developing her present academic
ability than other professors who were
promoted.
"I can’t say just because the plaintiff
didn’t get an immediate promotion, it
must be because of prejudice, design,
and practice."
Before making his decision on the
eight-day trial, Hall heard closing
arguments by Seltzer’s attorney,
Nordin Blacker, and defense attorney
Wayman M. Robertson.
Charging there is "pervasive and
unconscious bias against women" in
university promotion procedures,
Blacker provided SJSU statistics

showing that it takes a woman an
average of one and one-half years
longer to get a promotion at SJSU than
a man.
Robertson counter-argued that 100
per cent of "eligible women who
qualified themselves for promotion" in
the Psychology Department have been
promoted. Psychology Department
statistics actually show "favor" for
women, he added.
The "100 per cent" figure is based on
only one woman, Dr. Rose Ginsberg,
who has recently been promoted to full
according
because,
professor,
Robertson, she was the only qualified
woman.
Robertson said Seltzer had not
qualified herself for promotion and the
competitive process of promotion had
not been worked to her disadvantage.
Seltzer came to SJSU in 1957 and
served as assistant professor of
psychology for 11 years.
According to Blacker, Seltzer should
not have been judged by the committee
on the basis of her lack of publication or
scholarly achievement because that
constituted a "double standard" in
priorities.
Continued on hack page

Number of women
on faculty growing
By Doug Ernst
According to statistics provided by
the university’s affirmative action
office, the percentage of women faculty
at SJSU has increased at a faster rate
than university faculty as a whole.
Statistics show women faculty increased in 1974 over the previous year
by 5.6 per cent.
Male faculty declined in 1974 by 1.2
per cent, resulting in a total faculty
increase over 1973 of .5 per cent.
Fall 1974 statistics indicate there are
1,304 male faculty, compared to 468
women.
Women constitute approximately 27
per cent of the total SJSU faculty.
Statistical information on female
faculty shows a sharp drop in black
female faculty members.
In 1973, there were 22 black females
employed at SJSU, but latest statistics
indicate a drop of seven in 1974, leaving
15 black females on the faculty.
The decline in black females
represents a 31.8 per cent decline.
Dr. Carlene Young, chairwoman of
the Afro-American Studies department,
and the only full professor on campus
who is both black and female, expressed little surprise when told of the
drop in black female faculty.
"I’m not surprised that the number of
black females has decreased," Young
said.
"I hear all this talk about reverse
discrimination taking jobs away from
white males, but where does it happen?"
"Where are these people who are

displacing majority males?" Young
asked.
"There are no minorities in decision
making positions on this campus, and I
don’t see any women in the high levels
of the administration," Young said.
Asked about the decrease in black
female faculty members, Stephen
Faustina, SJSU affirmative action
coordinator, told the Daily he plans to
look into the matter.
"I have no explanation without first
finding out the reasons they had for
leaving," Faustina said.
Young has written an article entitled,
"Black Women in the Labor Force,"
which she has submitted to the Black
possible
for
Scholar
Journal
publication.
According to Young, the article
deals with "the perpetuated mythology
that the black female has all the advantages."
"In the society today," Young said,
"on all objective standards the black
female is at the very bottom of the
ladder or the social heap."
"She is the footstool for the whole
society," Young added.
"I’ve been at conferences when a
majority male stands up and says he
lost his job because of affirmative
action.
"When you talk to him afterwards, it
turns out he was having trouble with the
job or was leaving anyway.
"He gets a lot of mileage by attributing the loss of his job to affirmative action."

CCIA struggles to build a better neighborhood
By Jeff Mapes
It.hough most people living in the campus neighborhood
here for a few years and then leave, some people are
!ding a life in the neighborhood.
iid some have banded together to try mold the neighhood into a mixture of old and new.
’heir group, the Campus Community Improvement
sociation I CCIA) was formed three years ago to fight the
lux of board and care homes in the area.
he CCIA, composed of about 80 people, has since fought
)posed street widening and taken a role in neighborhood
inning.
lembers say they have baen on the defensive so far,
hting to keep what they have,
iNhat they have, and talk about, are the houses.
l’he houses are among the city’s oldest, and are often orb.
unusual.
l’he houses, CCIA member and associate professor of
.iology Michael Otten said, do not "give new San Jose tract
lie vibes."
knother member and 12th Street resident April Johnston
phasizes the history of the neighborhood.
ler house was owned by a state assemblyman and the
’use across the street was where a wealthy businessman
t.:
.’erry Christensen, assistant professor of political science,
ys he likes the diverse architecture and the large trees that
ve the "neighborhood a different feeling than newer neighhot:."
31.1
e campus area cannot be what it once was.
Christensen said the group would like to see a larger mix of

people, what he believes is a true "campus community" with
a lot of faculty and students.
But it is the make-up of the community that has caused the
most debate, and it stems from the number of board and care
homes.
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There are approximately 1,100 board and care residents in
the campus community, according to county officials.
The campus neighborhood has most of these residents and
CCIA wants a reduction in the number.
The CCIA takes some of the credit for a recently passed
city ordinance requiring a city council hearing before a home
could be located anywhere in the city.
City administrators say the intent of the law is to help
disperse the homes throughout the county, but it is too early
to tell if that will happen.
It does not affect the homes that are already operating.
CCIA president Mary Williams says the group is not as
active in that controversy since they believe "we’ve accomplished what we can do."
The group also fought a proposed plan to widen San Carlos
Street and another proposal to turn San Salvadore and
William streets into one way pairs, like 10th and 11th streets.
Now the group is concentrating their efforts on planning.
The group submitted proposals to the city to get a share of
federal revenue sharing money the city is getting for community development.
None of the proposals were accepted but the CCIA seems to
have learned by it.
Christensen is now working on the general plan, a revision
of the 1966 San Jose master plan.
Continued on back page

OLD HOMEThe Campus Community Improvement Association, formed three years ago to fight the influx of board

and care homes, now protects the neighborhood and its older homes through their efforts in city planning
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Even non-art majors have a righi
to express opinions about project

letters
’Art’ determined by people, time
not groups of avant-garde artists
Editor:
As soon as I read the class ranks and
majors of Messrs. Shay, Meder,
Scofield, Luce, and Ochoa listed below
their letter, I thought for sure someone
will use one or both factors as a basis to
attempt a negation of their criticism.
Bingo! Enter Mr. Bushman.
First of all, one’s level of intelligence
or education is not always adequately
measured by records of formal
education. Secondly, art and science
are not as widely separated as some

Engineers need
liberal arts, too
Editor:
I cannot overemphasize the benefit of
liberal arts courses within the GE
package for students with technical
majors.
If the technical student, after
graduation, were going to do only
technical work throughout his career,
then I would agree that liberal arts
classes might not be of too much help.
But that’s rarely the case in real life.
Most people, as they mature in their
careers, find that their attention is
gradually turned away from technical
problems and more toward people
problems: problems of supervision,
problems with intergroup coordination,
problems negotiating contracts,
problems with clienteles, and ethical
problems.
It is at this point that training in
philosophy, histor y, and literature can
come in very handy indeed, for it can
provide a breadth of vision beyond
technical myopia by allowing a
background of other experience for
comparison, and an improved ability to
capture a larger picture of what’s going
on.

The technical person who does not
have this ability is liable to find himself
in tight straits: he might be passed
over at promotion time, or he might
simply disintegrate if he cannot adapt
to the changing circumstances around
him. He might even have to return to
the campus for some reprogramming.
But I could not fault any engineering
student who might want to argue my
point. I did ten years ago.
Richard Amyx
Graduate, Public Administration

would have us believe.
The interrelationship of the two is
best exemplified by the career of one of
the great-granddaddies of Western art:
Leonardo da Vinci.
Now, what is "real art"? If we accept
Webster as having some authority in
defining the English language, we find
that "real" signifies "not artificial:
genuine" and that "art" means "the
use of skill & imagination in the
production of things of beauty; also:
works so produced".
Combine the two and you have a
plausible definition of "real art" which
conceptual artists, inscrutable abstract
thinkers, and realists alike, may wear
if the shoe fits.
The supreme test is still time, as the
universal language of Michelangelo, da

Vinci, Rembrandt & many others would
tell you, if you cared to study their
works. Maybe there is a key in the word
universal: "that can be used or understood by all" (Funk & Wagnalls
Dict. ). Most would agree that "all"
refers to mankind-people in general,
not an elite group of avant-garde artists. Are we to have another Tower of
Babel?
I, too, would like to give three cheers
to the above five for their ability to
think for themselves, and to risk
yoking an unfavorable opinion, subject
to criticism from "older & wiser" folks.
It is better to think and possibly be
wrong than to unquestioningly swallow
everything that comes your way.
Lorraine I.. r )baek
Junior, Art

Lights turn off pedestrian
Editor:
Can something be done about the
situation at the corner of San Carlos
and Ninth streets? At the present time
students from the dorms who must
cross San Carlos to get to their classes
find that it is difficult and dangerous to
do so.
When Ninth Street was first closed off
last semester the traffic lights were
reset so that they were green about 75
per cent of the time on San Carlos
Street and 25 per cent of the time they
were green on Ninth street.
When the lights were operating in this
manner it gave students a chance to
safely cross. At the present time the

signals display flashing amber and red
lights on San Carlos and Ninth streets,
respectively.
With the lights operating in this
manner the situation is as bad as if
there were no controls at all.
As Dan Williams’ article points out
(Spartan Daily, March 5, page 2) it’s
hard enough trying to cross the streets
on campus even when traffic controls
are operating.
I feel that some form of traffic control
is necessary at this intersection before
someone is injured or killed by a
speeding car.
James M. Weaker
Junior, Business

Editor:
In the Spartan Daily last semester
dated Dec. 4, 1974, there appeared an
article "Prof’s Tower List Rating
Libelous."
One of the things which struck me
most was the comment taken from the
-Tower List" about Prof. Loomba.
I happen to be one of his students, and
wish to diagree with the "Tower List". I
think the "Tower List" has done injustice to Dr. Loomba. In my opinion he
is very cooperative.
Every time I asked him a question,
he would hear me out and answer in
detail. He is friendly and cooperative

Here are just a few rights motorists
should know.
1) The bicyclist has a right to be in the
bike lane. Automobiles do not. It is not a

Some learn, some don’t
but college is still worth it
Editor:
Any reason is a good reason if it
causes a person to go to college whether
he thinks he fails or succeeds at it.
Allow me to use a parable to give you
cause to believe this.
Suppose some people be gathered at a
well to draw water for drinking and
bathing. They get into a dispute on how
and when the water should be drawn,
stored, transported or used.
Perhaps a fight breaks out, men are
knocked down, containers a spilled and
broken. Some of these men have
complicated their feelings about each
other, the water and the well. Enemies
and friends are made. In their grumblings they leave. But in the least each

has drunk their fill. Some carry water
away, some do not.
Look carefully to see that the
drinking of the water benefited the
men. Take away the well and unless
another be found, all perish without
regards to the significance in their
struggle at the well.
If a man thirst for what "college has
to give, he should come and drink from
the well. He does himself a good to
drink whatever this means to him).
Take the well away? Unless another be
found, society as we know it comes to
an end. Without regards to the
meanings in the struggle between men.
Ralph Lapine
Senior, Mathematics

Daily story on Angela
shows a ’raving radical’
Editor:
I attended the Angela Davis speech
and was annoyed at the coverage given
it. Both the picture and article portrayed her as a raving radical when
actually she was calm, logical, often
poetic in her appeal for an awareness of
present problems and our part in their
cause, and hopefully in their solution.
The most inaccurate remark concerned her response to the confrontation referred to in the article.
When she said she "had almost

on areas outside of our field.
You cannot tell us that art is meant to
be viewed only by an elite group, i.e. the
art majors and the upperclassmen. Art
is meant for the public, whether you are
an advertising major or a science
major, two years old or sixty years old.
Art is to be viewed by everyone.
Period.
The public is entitled to criticize art.
If you don’t agree with an opinion, fine.
But an opinion cannot be ignored on
account of age, major, or whatever.
To you, Ms. Winterberger, who seem
to like names, dates, and facts, need we
remind you that Leonardo da Vinci was
an engineer as well as an artist?
And as Francis Picabia said, "Tra la
la, tra la la,... And now I have had
enough. Those who do not understand
will never understand. And those who
understand because they have to un-

New art association forms
on campus to push art
Editor:
Last November a new student art
association was chartered. This new
association is open to all interested
students. The associations purposes
are:
1. To assure dissemination of information.
2. To provide assistance for students
with problems concerning the Art
Department.
3. To provide a forum for students
constructive criticism and suggestions.
Due to the nature and purpose of this
association, there are no faculty advisors. All the officers are students.
For further information regarding
the Art Association, students can write
their names and phone numbers on
cards or paper and drop them in the Art
Association mail box located in the Art
Department office. Meetings and other
announcements will be posted on a

bulletin board, downstairs near the
elevator in the Art Building.
During this month, the Art
Association will be conducting a survey
in the Art Department. This printed
survey will be distrubed throughout the
Art Building. The purpose is to
facilitate a better balance in the Art
Department in the areas of quality,
policy, teachers and instruction.
Students should read and complete
these forms at their leisure and deposit
them in the Association’s mail box in
the Art Department office.
This survey is vital in determining
satisfaction
or
students’
the
dissatisfaction with the Art Department and to provide a direct line for
constructive suggestions by the
students.
Dan Kennedy
Junior, Art
Vice President, Art Association

Prof towers on top of list Art failing to communicate
with all people is not art
with the students. He understands the
problems of each individual student,
and is quite happy to help him. He
encourages questions and answers
them promptly. His grading is very
fair.
He gives each student the grade he
deserves. Another indication of his
ability is that his classes are always
full. He is a master of of his subject and
does an excellent job in every class.
It seems to me that Prof. Loomba has
been grossly misrepresented by the
"Tower List".
Evangelos Kalatzis
Graduate Student, Elec Engineering

Bicyclists have road rights, too;
motorists should be considerate
Editor:
I have had it! Motorists have got to
become aware of the rights of
bicyclists. They are obviously not.

Editor:
Re: Letter by Art Majors Sandy
Winterberger and Michael T. Bushman.
We hate to debase you upperclassmen by replying to your letters
which were in the Daily last week.
We realize that we are "only freshmen" and at that, "only science
majors." And as we take our heads out
of our "own little engineering books,"
we can see that we are in no position to
judge art, let alone give our opinion.
Bull Excrement.
All right, so you didn’t like our
critique of the rope connecting two
unknowns. That is your right. Everyone
is entitled to an opinion.
But then in both of your letters, you
have implied that we, as engineering
majors, are not permitted to comment

forgotten what it was like to be in San
Jose" it was in a laughing tone,
followed by applausehardly "through
clenched teeth." She had previously
thanked all who supported her during
her trial here.
Angela Davis’ ideology may be
radical but in her recognition of our
present situation she is one of the more
sane voices tc Le heard today.
Dana Walsh
Senior, Industrial Design

parking lane, a double-parking lane, or
a waiting for your girl-boy friend who is
still in class lane. It is also not a car
lane to turn right from or pass cars in.
21 The bicycle lane is a lane. Look
carefully before crossing it, just like
you would on a highway or freeway,
especially when pulling out from a
driveway or parking place.
3) When there is not bike lane,
bicyclists still have every right to be on
the road, as do motorists ( freeways
excepted).
Bicyclists should respect motorists
and it is about time that motorists
started respecting bicyclists. Granted
there are bad bicyclists who don’t know
the rules but they seem to spoil the
bicyclist’s image for the rest of us who
do.
I literally have been run off the road
and pulled in front of by cars too many
times. It is about time that the
motorists realize that there are
bicyclists and start thinking about
them.
Here are two more thoughts for
motorists.
First, bicyclists’ brakes are less
effective in the rain. It takes longer for
them to stop. Become aware of this and
don’t dart in front of them.
Second, bicyclists always come out
second best in bike car accidents.
Whether you believe it or not, there are
going to be a lot more bicylists on the
road and you had better get used to
their being around.
Florence G. McDaniel
Senior, History

Editor:
In response to the art work of Mr.
Mestermacher, and the letters of Sandy
Winterberger and Michael Bushman,
we would like to say that art is not just
for theartist, art is for all people.
An artist’s responsibility is to communicate with society. An art work
should be understandable to people
regardless of whether they have a

background in art or not. Mr.
Mestermacher’s art work did not
contain artistic value because it lacked
communication. Mr. Mestermacher
succeeded in making a mockery of the
San Jose State art department.
Gail McNichols
Senior, Recreation
Massoud Tehrani
Senior, Art

View is cluttered enough
without artist’s red rope
Editor:
Being a sophomore with undeclared
major, I am sure M.T. Bushman will
consider this letter "priority one:"
I find it hard to accept the fact that a
piece of red rope, tied between this
campus’ best known landmark and an
admittedly obscure block of cement,
can be called "art." In that case, are
guy wires for television antennae
( painted red of course) not "art?"

Perhaps all non -art majors,
especially undergraduates, are insensitive to modern art and most
conceptual and abstract thought. But,
perhaps we know better than to clutter
the already limited view with unnecessary, illogical, frivolous junk.
By the way, where is the infamous
red rope now?
Marcus P. Guthormsen
Sophomore, Undeclared

ai

derstand have no need of me."
Steve SI
Freshman, Electrical Engineer
Mark Met
Freshman, Machanical Engineer
Mark 1.1
Freshman, Chemical Engineer
!Norm Scoff
Freshmen, Civil Engineer
Rick Oct
Sophomore, Meteorol
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S.J. schools
will suffer
from cutbacks
Editor:
The prospects for "Potent
educators" getting jobs aft
graduation from San Jose State
grim say the educators. This is wl
we as students are told as we shuf
our way through the education syste
We worry about teacher educati
approval and about getting good grac
and oh yes we worry most often abr
"making" Ed Block ( credent
program). We live in a little sod(
that is so remote to reality that
couldn’t see reality if it hit us square
the face. Reality won’t hit us unless
leave our society temporaily in sear
of what will effect us tommorrow.
The reason why I am writing U
letter is because today I have realig
what I will be facing tommorrow and
my amazement I have realized a:
that you and I, are not being prepar
for the reality we must face to
morrow. Reality being that as
yesterday there will be fifty per a
less money to fund the San Jose Sch(
district for grades K-12.
This means that in San Jose there a
be one hundred and fifty less jobs th
there are now. Where are the t,
hundred or so P.E. graduates going
go not to mention the other one-hundr
and fifty fired educators. (If they doi
fit here what makes you think thin
are better in other parts of California
the world for that matter).
Not only will there be less teache
but we will be effected by an unplesa
increase in class size and an equal
unpleasant decrease in equiptment ai
facilities. How are we to teach the
children ( if by chance we get lucl
enough to gets job) the lessons that %
have been taught to teach?
For example: There are thirty thr
children in a class and you ha.
rewarded five balls to teach
movement education class. How can %
as educators teach these childr.
proper and meaningful physic
education in this situation and on
similar to it? This is the reality that %
must face.
There are roads like this that we mu
walk which without proper preperatir
will be difficult. We as students a
being led down the road I
knowledgable people who can help I
by not facing what we should know.
What will effect us here in San Jos
Fellow students the tax cut is here no(
We as "potential" educators shou
be aware of this fact now so that we cr
better cope with the situation when v
have to come face to face with
tomorrow (or on graduation whir
ever comes first).
Kim Hoffschili
Junior, Elementary P.I
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Write us
The Spartan Daily encourage, your
comments Best read letters are Mart (ISO
words) and to the point.
Letters may be submitted at the Daily
office IJC 2091 between Pa rn and S p.m
Monday through Friday or by
mall
the Daily reserves the right to edit for
length, style. or libel
All
letters
must
include
author’,
signature. major. address, and phone
number
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riprostitute reveals
Ftitudes toward sex
i; Gay Gass6r
making up to $3,500
and I didn’t have to
of it to that exsergeant
in
it of comment drew
nd laughter from a
-room-only crowd in
Umunhum Room
y evening when
Gallup, a self former masseuse,
e and sex therapist,
part of Women’s
29 -year-old SJSU
!sat on the edge of a
Alad in sneakers,
id a sweater to talk
about her initiation
A oldest profession."
.d no sexual en until I was 21," she
ccept for the time I
ilested at the zoo
was watching the
;lug fed."
. said she suffered
iibitions about touch
aid
she
thinks
le is suffering from
deprivationthey
; normal to be horny
ime."
went through a

series of unhappy jobs after
she graduated with a degree
in psychology and a minor in
art.
She was working as a
projectionist when a friend
interested her in learning the
art of massage.
"The massage job was the
first job I ever had that
fulfilled my needs because I
got to touch people in a
positive way."
She discovered, soon
enough, that "people came
in for massages but they
didn’t want massages.
"At what point does
sensuality stop and sexuality
start? So I figured, why not?
And I started doing it with
the ones I liked."
After a period of this she
said she became a fullfledged call girl, taking
customers at her leisure in
her own home.
Swinging her feet and
pushing her glasses farther
up on her nose, Gallup told
the crowd what being a call
girl was like.
"My customers treated me
like a queen. I made sure
they did. In fact, they started
treating me better my

boyfriends so I got rid of my
boyfriends."
Responding to a question
from the audience, Gallup
said, "V.D. was more of a
problem with boyfriends
than with customers. We
were always careful to
examine the customers."
As Gallup took her
listeners through a candid
chronological trip through
her life, some of the audience
fidgeted nervously.
Most of them, though,
seemed fascinated by her
graphic discriptions of her
experiences.
"Sex is an intense, immediate,
honest
confrontation and you don’t get
that in too many jobs," she
said and received cheers and
applause from 60 per cent
female audience.
Eventually the prostitution
business bothered Gallup,
she said, because sne was in
an "oasis between the good
girls vs. the bad syndrome."
The "social ostracization"
also prompted her to look for
something else, she said.
She decided to try sex
therapy.

"Everybody is capitalizing
on sexual needs. The sex
therapist is just a whore in a
white coat," she said,
shrugging her shoulders and
pushing her long hair back.
Reflecting on her experiences with all sorts of
men, she
generalized,
"Young men in their
twenties think of sex as an
athletic event. They take out
their anger on you.
"Middle-aged guys are the
best because they are sure of
themselves and get a lot of
pleasure out of just making
you feel good."
She reached down to pat
the wolfy grey dog she had
brought with her and said,
"Human beings commonly
screw face-to-face but still
never see each other. We are
trying to defeat the Puritan
ethic and progress is slow."
The crowd, some of whom
were grouped around the
doors and seated around the
speakers, broke into ripples
of laughter when Gallup read
a poem she had written for a
male friend who had confessed he didn’t make love to
a woman but a "hole."
"Screw another hole, Moe,

(., campus
Advising for occupational
therapy majors starts this
week until March 21. Sign up
for appointment on adviser’s
door.
Interviews for Peace
Corps and Vista jobs will be
held today from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. by appointment. They
will be held in the Placement
Office, Building AA. The
recruiters will be available
for information at the
cafeteria from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. all week.

Linda Gallup
hoe another row, Moe," she
chanted as the audience
laughed.
Gallup left the sex therapy
business, where she felt she
was just a "surrogate," but
said she learned something
from it.
"Most people don’t seem to
have a conception of
relaxation,"
she
said
shaking her head. "They just
don’t know how to relax."
Gallup said she is not a
crusading
member
of
Coyote, the prostitutes’
union standing for "Cut Out
Your Old Tired Ethics."
Her talk, however, was
sponsored by Coyote.
I’m doing this. That’s a
start," Gallup said simply.
The audience burst into
approving applause.

There will be a benefit for
Talamante,
a
Olga
Californian who has been a
prisoner in Argentina for
more than three months, at
the Sacred Heart Church this
Sunday from 1 to 7 p.m.
There will be folk dancing,
music, and food at $2 a plate

briefs

for adults
children.

and

for

is is
The Placement Center will
hold orientations for spring
job interviews today and
tomorrow in the S.U.
Umunhurn Room at 10:30
and 11:30 am, and 1:30, 2:30
and 3:30 p.m. Employers
will wish to see any major
interested in positions in the
business area.

Twenty openings are still
available for the week-long
Death Valley field trip
March 23-29. The one-unit
program will feature hiking,
rock and fossil hunting,
films, dancing and singing.
The SJSU Extension course
cost $44, with an additional
Enrollment
fee.
food
deadline is March 13.
Enroll at the Extension
Services Office, JC 214.

STATE
SAN
IS FOR THE BIRDS
(PSAGrinningbirds).

4

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL a fully accredited UNT
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program.
will offer June 30 to August 9.
anthropology. art, education, folklore geography. history. government, language and literature.
Tuition and fees. $190. board and
room with Mexican family $245.
Write toGUADALAJARASUMMER
SCHOOL. 413 New Psychology,
University of Arizona, Tucson.
Arizona 85721

$1

Fly with us for
The unofficial
state bird. PSA. has sa song to eleven cities
aPSAGnnningmore flights connecting Wanttocatch
northern and southern Cali- bird? That’s easy Just catch
forma than any other airline up with your campus ref)
PSA glvasyclua aft.

.k death still exists

Bay area rodents hit
y Karen Minkel
ic plague, known as
ck death to 14th
Europe and Asia,
the Bay Area today,
threatens squirrels,
d other rodents.
since the plague
c in San Francisco’s
iwn in 1900, local
have carried fleas
with the disease,
.urray told a biology
recently.
iy works with the
of Vector Control of
Ate Department of
ind keeps track of the
of the plague among
Plague returns
A. years after the
wn plague was wiped
on Francisco, ground
s in the Bay Area
dying off in great
s, Murray said.
nly took the plague
five years be

discover the squirrels were
dying of plague," lie added.
1908 saw the beginning of
the area’s first plague
control, Murray said.
"The program was one of
plague crews going around
and shooting thousands and
ground
of
thousands
squirrels," he said.
But this was the wrong
appraoch, Murray said,
because when they killed the
squirrels, they just liberated
that many more fleas to go
infect the other squirrels.
"So in 1914, after having
really blitzed the squirrels,
they figured they had succeeded in destroying the
disease," Murray continued.
But in 1919 another large
outbreak of the plague in the
squirrel population occurred, Murray said.
The
programs
then
changed to ones of poisoning,
or cutting out the diseased
parts of squirrels. But

ljr housing act
:tension sought

ad be illegal to discriminate against students seeking
if a bill introduced in the State Assembly passes.
ill, sponsored by Assemblyman Howard Berman, D
ould extend the Rumsford Fair Housing Act, which
discrimination on grounds of race, or religion, to
students.
iill is co-sponsored by Assemblyman John Vascon)S.J., and is endorsed by AS. President John Rico.
here does not seem to be a problem with housing
ination against students in San Jose.
no cases of
Housing officer Jim Welsh said
ination against students have ever been received by
its Clara county chapter of the American Civil
s Union.
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nothing was done to control
the fleas, he added.
Since he has entered the
plague control program in
1962, Murray said, the
program has become more
ecologically sound in its
approach.
Murray explained plague
controllers no longer kill any
animals, but leave them as
they are.
If an outbreak occurs near
a heavily populated area the
squirrels are dusted with
insecticide to kill the fleas.
he said.
No human threat
There are no real worries
about humans catching the
said,
Murray
plague,
because of the fifficulty in
transmitting the disease.
Squirrels have to get bit
many, many times by infected fleas before they will
get sick, he explained, so a
human being, with his very
with
contact
limited
squirrels, doesn’t have
much of a chance of being
infected.
Scientists are in the
process of trying to figure
out why the disease almost
disappears for 10 years at a
time and then reappears,
reaching epidemic
proportions among rodents,
Murray said.
Currently they think the
outbreaks are tied to the
population of Dusty Footed
Wood Rats that live in the
hills of California
the wood rat’s
When
population increases, so do
plague incidents, until the
wood rat population gets to
such an extreme low that the
plague dies out, he said.

TUESDAY
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible study at 10:30
a.m. in the S.U. Pacheco
Room.
WEDNESDAY
SJSU Sierra Club will hold a
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Costanoan Room.
Following the meeting,
members will go roller
skating.

IAPPY

R

Sketch
Tote
Carrying
Case
Made of sturdy cardboard
for carrying artwork, plati.
prints, materials.
Handle on top and side for
easy Carrying, 23x31 x3.

For over 130 years we’ve been using
the word "quality" in our advertising.
Once again, we’d like to tell you what
we mean by it.

Our breNsen in It444.

Blue Ribbon quality means the best tasting beer you can
get. A quality achieved only by using the finest ingredients
and by adhering to the most rigid of brewing standards.
In Milwaukee, the beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue
Ribbon continues to be the overwhelming best seller
year after year. Blue Ribbon outsells its nearest
competitor nearly five to one. That’s why we feel
we’ve earned the right to challenge any beer.
So here’s the Pabst challenge: Taste and compare
the flavor of Blue Ribbon with the beer you’re
drinking and learn what Pabst quality in beer
is all about. But don’t take our word for it.
Taste our word for it.

Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has always
come through.

9.49

2:30 to 4:30

3rd & San Salvador
294.2525
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Governor Brown
meets the unions

Feminist tells women
struggle needs unity

SACRAMENTOGov. Brown facets an angry and hostile
crowd Saturday on the steps of the State Capitol.
An estimated 1,000 laborersmembers of the United Auto
Workers, United Farm Workers and A.F. of L, C.I.O.nearly
forced Brown to abandon the podium with their chants: "We
want jobs."

By Kit Frederic
Women should unite and
focus their energy on the
political framework to enact
change, said a feminist at a
Women’s Week address.
The whole world is talking
about
the
women’s
movement, said Shirley
Zimmerman,
women’s
activist, in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room Friday afternoon.
The strength in the
movement can be used to put
pressure on the chauvinist
establishment, cried Zimmerman, instructor at the
University of Chicago.
Women should not be
afraid of their authority, she
said, but use it to get them
fighting among themselves.
The power structure has
kept women disorganized,
Zimmerman charged.
People at the top of the
power structure, such as
doctors, claim it isn’t
professional to organize, she
lioted.
Those people will remain
at the top, she said, as long
as
women
remain
unorganized and underpaid.
The decision makers get
authority, said Zimmerman
while women get buried in
the work.
Women will get reconciliation, she said, only when
the other side gets used to
the idea that they have to
give women what they want.
It is too easy to blame all
women’s problems on the
white chauvinist male
establishment, Zimmerman
said.
"We must stop fighting
among ourselves and start
working together," she said.
"But, in reality, our worst
enemy is ourselves."

Wmtosb

Construction worker "We need money for houses." Brown: "I’m trying. Are you with me;
Are you,"

Construction workers were among the most vocal, demand
ing, "Jobs, not unemployment."

Kitty Kelly, a substitute teacher in San Francisco: "Release the S80 million in school funds."

Brown: "San Francisco gets no more money
until it straightens itself out."

California map to be restored
By Carson Mouser
When Helen Anderson was
a little girl waiting for her
father to finish work, she and
her sister would look at a
giant relief map of California
in the San Francisco Ferry
Building.
"I remembered it all my
life," said the senior interior
design student.
Now a member of the San
Jose City Bicentennial
Commission, Anderson and
the commission are helping
Richard Karnali and the
California State Foundation
raise funds and volunteers to
restore the 500 x 18 feet map.
The map’s linear scale is 6
inches to 1 mile and its
elevation scale is 18 inches to
1 mile.
In
California
State
Foundation fact sheet the
map’s perspective has been
likened to the view a person
would get from an airplane
cruising above the coastline
at 10,000 feet.
It has models of railroads,
rivers, mountains and towns
as well as docks, dams and
ships.
When the map, made of
chipboard covered with
magnesite and painted, is
put together the sections fit
so the seams are barely
visible.
Map sold
Built in 1924, the map had
been on display in the Ferry

Building until 1963 when it look at the map.
was sold to a man from
Titled the "California
Redding who, according to a Paradise Panorama," the
story in the San Jose Mer- map was built as a sequel to
cury, wanted to build a motel the 1915 Panama Pacific
International Exposition and
around it.
Two years ago, Karnan’s was sponsored by the state
company
land development
Chamber of Commerce.
bought the map.
The map cost $145,405 to
Nine months ago Karnan build. Half of the money
began working on the project came from donations from
to restore the map so it can the 58 counties in the state
be exhibited throughout the and half came from the state
Chamber of Commerce.
state in 1976.
When he started the
Karnan has written to
project Karnan formed the bicentennial commissions in
California State Foundation the 58 counties for their
as a non-profit organization endorsements
of
the
aimed at restoring the map restoration project.
and presenting it to the
Santa Clara county has
public for its education and given its endorsement and
Karnan said he has received
enjoyment.
Anderson said part of the
agreement to display the
map will include a provision
allowing people under the
age of 18 to see the map for
free.
Map to tour state
According to Anderson,
Karnan will put the map on
By Cheryl Downey
10 50 -foot flatbed trucks to
The task force appointed
tour the state, stopping at by the board of trustees to
bicentennial celebrations study the possibility
of
and schools.
selling beer on California
Along with the map, she State
Univeristy
and
said, "he also wants to build Colleges campuses
has come
a replica of the state capital" up with a
recommendation,
so that when he stops at but refuses to
publicize it.
schools the children will
The task force feels that it
elect a student for governor would be
"inappropriate" to
and the student will sit in the
publicly announce their
capital while the children position
before the trustees

to see."
The map, which is two
football fields long, took 14
months to build.
Worlds largest
After the map was constructed it was checked by
the U.S. Geologic Survey,
U.S. Geodetic Survey, U.S.
Forest Service, California
univeristies and the state
Department of Agriculture
and called the world’s
largest and most perfect
topographical reproduction
in existence.
One of the map’s original
designers, Davis F. Schwartz of Fairfax, kept the
map up to date into the mid1950’s.

Study on beer bar
remains undisclosed

Greek Week features
food, game activities
Today is the kick-off day
for Greek Week, sponsored
by the fraternities and
sororities at SJSU for the
first time since 1967.
According to Greek Week
Coordinator Robert Smith,
the goal of Greek Week is to
for the
money
raise
Dystrophy
Muscular
Association and to promote
campus community involvement and the Greek
system (the organization of
fraternities and sororities).
There will be food and
entertainment from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. today on Ninth
Street with guest speakers
SJSU President John Bunzel,
Marilyn Rust of the Santa
Clara County Muscular
Dystrophy ASSOCillEiOn and

statements from the other
counties indicating they are
studying the idea.
Anderson said this is one of
several restorations projects
the San Jose City commission is working on.
Among other is planned is
the restoration of the Peralta
Adobe, the oldest building in
San Jose.
When she heard about the
project she became interested in helping because
"I remembered when we
were moving from San
Francisco to the San Joaquin
Valley and my mother
showed us where it was on
the map."
Now, she said, "we can
bring it back to the children

Bob Ra) front radio station
There will be more events
KLIV.
on the ROTC field Thursday,
Tomorrow is Olympics featuring volleyball and
Day with team events taking distance frisbee throwing for
place from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. teams and a car smash for
on the ROTC field between individuals who get a thrill
Seventh and Ninth streets out of bitting a car with a
next to the Music Building, sledgciiammer for 25 cents.
mmimmoimmisammunimMIIIIIIIimmul

receive
the
recommendation, according to task
force member Ron Barrett,
director of the SJSU Student
Union.
Barrett said there were six
options considered by the
task force:
1) A system-wide policy
permitting the sale of beer
on all campuses.
2) A system-wide policy
permitting the sale of beer
on campuses if the legal
drinking age is lowered to
18;
3) A system-wide policy
delegating the decision on
the sale of beer to individual
universeity presidents;
4) The establishemnt of
one or more pilot programs
where beer could be sold on
one or two campuses and the

SHIRTWORKS"
San Jose haofteomgs

be
could
programs
monitored and evaluated;
5) A system wide policy
prohibiting the sale of beer
on any campus;
6) A system-wide policy
prohibiting the sale of beer,
but open to reconsideration if
the legal drinking age is
lowered to 18.
All options permitting tne
sale of beer are dependent on
the issuance of a liquor
license by the department of
Alcoholic Beverages Control, according to Barrett.
The recommendation will
be discussed at the meeting
March 25 and 26 of the
trustees in Los Angeles.
SJSU President John
Bunzel has stated he has no
objection to beer being sold
on campus.

SAN JOSE. CA
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Marty the

Food co-op
established
on campus

Some poeple think the
women’s movement is
radical, she said, "but I
think it is conservative."
All women are asking for
are things like proper child
care, decent housing and a
chance for a good job, said
Zimmerman.
What could be more
conservative, she asked than
someone reaching out for
their basic needs.
"You wouldn’t ask your
kid to go hungry or sleep
outside, would you?"
The best action to effect
changes Zimmerman said, is
to use the reaction of the
opposition.
"The energy ousted by
your rival can be used
against him."
The more controversy the
women’s movement creates
the better, she said.
Controversy creates power
and power can be used to
make changes, she added.
Women in the movement
should not be jealous of each
other, she said, though it
sometimes hurts to knoiA
that others are better
adapted.
"Our opponent is out

there," she said. Those
women who are better
organizers,
said
Zimmerman, should be placed
where they can do the most
good.

NOSTALGIA
SALE!
reg. $12.95 now 2 for $12.95
Through the miracle of
Daguerreochrome, we are able
to produce a full color
miniature portrait in the
style of the old masters;
yours to take home in lust
15 minutes while you wait.
They are perfect for the last
minute gift, a gift that will
be cherished throughout
the years.
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COMPARE OUR PRICES

DEALERSHIP QUALITY WITHOUT DEALERSHIP COSTS
An Independent Service Deportment
In,,,’,, & Dealer Trained
d

The Service Deportment
554-0510
SC

Sulhn-rd

1503 THI AlAbienit

HIMALAYA
filti IMPORTS
Select treasures from
around the world, clothing,
jewelry, and tapestries.
Featuring authentic art,..
facts from 40 different
countries. Each item is
specially selected for originality, quality,and superb
workmanship.

Are you having difficulties
in getting the most out of
your shrinking food budget?
A campus Produce Co-op
has been formed by a group
of Sociology 183 (Social
Change) students to ease the
burden of inflation on the
pocket book.
According to Jose Montes
DeOca, coordinator for
Produce Co-op, all participants will be asked to
contribute up to $2 every
week.

Discount with Student
Body Card and ’Ad

unuonvoleveyrinvere,

The total collection will
then be used to purchase
produce such as tomatoes,
lettuce and carrots at
bargain wholesale prices,
said DeOca.
Since the Produce Co-op is
a class project and nonprofit in nature, DeOca said,
participants will have to put
in one or two hours each
nionth to help in the
collection and bagging of
food.
All interested persons are
urged to call DeOca at 2898520 after 5 p.m. for further
information.

93 South Central Ave. #126
The Factory
Campbell, CA. 95008
374-6163

"Extra Brilliance."
’Astonishing Virtuosity.. A Phenomenon!"
Such Consummate Artistry Is A Rare Experience!"
"Roused His Audience To Thunderous Applause!"
"Subtle, Amating Virtuosity Simply Unbelievable!"

York Times
Het Parool. Amsterdam
INew
Aftonhladet. Stockholm
New Daily. London
Frankfurt Allgemeine

CARLOS MONTOYA

Thursday, March 13
? opecializing in the natural look
by Mr. Wilfred & staff
I BLOWER STYLES
20%

I

I

52 SOUTH FOURTH ST.

8:15 PM

Morris Dailey Auditorium

I MEN’S STYLING
OFF(ID
STYLE CUTS
Iwith coupon
SCISSOR CUTS

294 4086

Students$2.50
I
5
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General --$3.50

Tickets at: Undergound Records, San Jose
Box Office, A.S. Business Office.
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YOU ARE THE CAUSE OF INFLATION!!
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Sponsored By: The Associated Students
of San Jose State University
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Joint Effort’s
tomen’s Week
how succeeds

owe

By Don Weber
capacity crowd at the
Effort Coffee House
;day night was given
ets of very impressive
and entertainment.
It Weren’t For the
c" opened the Cris
imson-Margie
Adam
rmance and that song
/ much set the pace of
vening:
liamson’s guitar and
i’s piano playing were
:Ss, the vocals were
I, sincere and tight and
udience was loud and
!dative.
conert was a Women’s
program and 85 to 90
ent of the crowd was
le.
Artists joke
! two artists’ goodred rapping and joking
id between songs was
political and feminist,
lost of their music was
with the themes of
nal growth and per I wholeness for all
e.
im’s keyboard talents
the
strength
of
amson’s voice really
ed during "Sweet
ry," a Hoyt Axton song.
am simply commands
piano. Her classically
ed style is sensitive,
itely original and very

g.

evening I was hoping
could cut loose with an
ided keyboard solo, but
yer happened.

The lyrics and vocal
arrangements though, that
necessitated the backing-off
from instrumentation, were
excellent.
Williamson gives every
impression of having been
born to sing and her stage
presence is substantial.
Her voice is a pleasing mix
of down-home ease and
professionalism. It is versatile and, pardon me ladies,
very sexy.
Andrea Weltman, a friend
of the two performers, joined
in for several vocals at the
beginning and end of the
evening, but her appearance
was a spur of the moment
addition that didn’t really
come off.
Williamson and Adam are
close friends and tour
together often, but each is an
individual performer.
First set solo
Most of the first set was
soloed by Williamson on
guitar and piano.
A song about the absence
and presence of spirituality,
"The One of the Light," as
well as the evening’s opening
song, were evidence of her
fine
composition
and
songwriting ability.
Many of Williamson’s
songs expressed sensuality
over sexuality, including a
slow ballad of "healing
music" that Adam ,,ad
written called "Having Been
Touched."
The audience, which
frequently sang along, came

arts

[]

Cordoba to perform
Flamenco guitarist
Mariano Cordoba will give a
free concert at 11:30 a.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Ballroom.
Cordoba,
widely
recognized as one of today’s
foremost flamenco artists,
has been playing since he
was a small boy in
Guadalajara.
He accompanied such
flamenco dancing greats as
Maria Martin, Paco Torres
and Antonio, and he has
given
concerts
across
Europe and The United
States.
Cordoba has also written
books about the art of
flamenco and has recorded
insturctional albums for

statement of oppression and
suffering.
Adam started her set with
"I’m Not a Service Station."
The audience loved the
popular feminist’s song, but
Adam’s voice was and had
been weak with the jitters.
Voice catches up
During a magnificent
number called "Lost in Inner
Space" though, her voice
caught up with the strength
of her playing and Adam
commenced to have a ball.
Rapping about everything
from
hamburgers
to
aramadillos, she introduced

her songs with the finest
combination of personable
humor and heavy social
impact I’ve heard in a long
time.
The audience involvement
was total.
Adam’s vocals became
uninhibited
and
more
theatrical and she stopped to
comment in the middle of
several songs, reminiscent
of a loose and hilarious
session by Harry Nilsson or
Randy Newman.
Audience cheers "Sleazy"
The audience broke out
clapping, laughing and

lti-fashion show funny, serious

amela Polland leaves image behind
By Mary Edwards
iday night the Joint
rt belonged to JSJU’s
nists.
ginning with a funny,
ing "Anti -Fashion
i" and ending with the
asking of Melba Rounds
nela Polland), the
ling was a rousing
ax to International
ken’s Week.
ere was that heady,
tious sense of solidarity
ciated with most causes,
the buoyancy of the
,d of 290 women (and
) was, no doubt, a big
on for the evening’s
ess.
it Ruth Priest and
Tie Huff and 25 or 30
r women deserve most
le credit.
"Anti -Fashion
ieir
v" was the perfect blend
illarity and thoughtand
defiance
ess,
igth-of-purpose.
was exactly what the
ence wanted.
loops and whalebones
lest and Huff wrote the
iinute show, a "we’ve
e a long way" look at
women’s fashions have
restricted.
them
t
id anyone wat,hing the
ide of crinolines and
ps, whalebones and
,eta, voluminous dresses
ankle-fitting skirts
iId have been hardised to argue against
? claim that fashions
e been as binding as
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hough based in very
ous feminist rhetoric, the
w was for the most part
lour of fun.
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he two dozen women who
tieled the appalling
often
lovely)
ough
ations of the last 200
rs enjoyed their roles
nensely.
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;rgo, Hall
411 appear
IS Saturday
ountry western recording
rs Donna Fargo and Tom
Hall will appear at 8:30
s. Saturday at the San
* Civic Auditorium.
’ickets are $4.50 to $6.50 at
San Jose Box Office.

"Music, Music" and "Song
for My Father."
Given the tone of the
evening, the two songs were
particularly apt.
They were both obviously
autobiographical,
and
Polland seemed to relish
performing them.
It was one of the few times
throughout the show that she
sang softly and movingly,
and it was a welcome
change.
Too much power
One of Polland’s greatest
assets is her big, powerful,
voice, but a steady diet of
booming song after booming
song almost diluted that
power.
somehow
show
The
became a little bland from a
lack of variety, though the
unscheduled appearance of
her friend Steve Noonan
helped some.
Noonan sang two songs in
both sets, and his soft, folksy
music was a nice change, if
unremarkable.
Polland closed the show
with one of her favorites, a
very appealing, lyrical song
called "Dusty Rose."
The evening ended on a
note of comfortable warmth
and ebullience.
Pollandand the crowd
genuinely enjoyed the unmasking of Melba Rounds.
After sincerely thanking
the audience for coming,
Polland said, "There are
more people here tonight
than were ever here to see
Melba Roundswhoever she
is!"

Lorren Au

POLLAND PREENSHer voice was almost too powerful.
imoccasional
But
passioned reminders of the
injustices done to women
were interspersed in the fun.
Florene Poyadue was
absolutely incredible as
Sojourner Truth, the black
abolitionist-feminist.
The audience was stunned
by her quiet, forceful scorn
for the protected status of
women, and she walked off
to a burst of applause and
whistling. It was easily the
high point of the show.
Musical backing
Though there were occasional unnecessary embellishmentsa song-sketch
of "The Cruel War is
Raging," for instance, really
added nothingthe show
was extremely well-written
and performed.
Marcy Lauck and I,a
Donna Newman sang and
played guitar, and Ann
Stephenson and Hillorie
Stern added a musical
background of piano and
flute.
The music was at times
amateurish, though
Newman raised the level a
number of times with het
very professional singing.
But the over-all tone of
amateurism only enhanced
the spirit of camaraderie,

which climaxed in a rousing
rendition of "I Am Woman"
by the entire cast.
Hard act to follow
It was a hard act for
Pamela Polland to follow,
which she well knew.
She came on seeming
nervous and over-anxious to
please, as if she weren’t sure
all those women’s libbers
would like her.
Or it might have been that
she wasn’t used to appearing
as herself instead of Melba
Rounds (her usual show is a
bang-up, glittering 30’s blues
revue).
But Friday night she was,
for the most part, on her
own.
"This is my debut permyself
as
formance
unmasked," she said at one

point, and once she got into
the show she seemed to enjoy
the role.
Consummate entertainer
Polland was on for nearly
two hoursreally on.
Though hampered by a
limp ("I dropped a telephone
on my foot"), she was the
consummate showwoman,
preening and playing to her
audience.
She started off with an a
cappella spiritual, then went
to the piano and belted out
songs she and her friends
had written.
The control she has over
her voice and its sheer power
are very impressive, if
somewhat
overwhelming.
After three or four songs
she seemed fairly relaxed,
and moved into a medley of

*
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Ready For
Spring?

cheering at least a dozen
times during a song about
sexual
mores
called
"Sleazy."
Near the end of the show,
Williamson introduced
Adam’s composition
"Beautiful Soul."
"I love this song," she
said. "It fits my mouth just
like a glove."
And it did.
Individually or together,
Williamson and Adam were
sensational.
They’ve both been on the
road for about a year and
will
soon
be
taking
vacations, but when either
woman comes back to San
Jose, the performance
shouldn’t be missed.
The Joint Effort crowd of
about 300 people was on its
feet ill one movement,
shouting with applause after
"Tap Dance," the final song
of the evening.

ANTIFREEZE
PARKING
TIRES
TUNE UP
BATTERIES
All Minor Credit Cards Accepted
/BS. 4th Close to SJSU Library

SINCE 1936

SPARKS
from the

3NIREArl 300(1r.03E
"in the Student Union"

Bestsellers
WEEK OF MARCH 10, 1975
FEAR OF FLYING, by Jong Signet
JAWS, by Benchley
Bantam
BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS, by Vonnegut
Dell
"JOURNEY TO ATZLAN, by Casteneda
Pocket Books
HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST FRIEND
by Newman and Berkowitz
Ballentine
THE ESSENTIAL LENNY BRUCE
ed. by Cohen
Ballentine
I AIN’T MUCH BABYBUT I’M ALL I’VE GOT
by Lair
Fawcett
TALES OF POWER, by Casteneda
Simon and Schuster
WHY AM I AFRAID TO LOVE7
by Powell
Argus
THE JOY OF SEX,
ed. by Comfort
Simon and Schuster

Art prints
on sale
SJSU art lovers will have a
chance to viewand buy
prints of some famous old
masters, modern masters,
and contemporary artists at
a special exhibit to be held in
the Union Gallery tomorrow.

A.S.

*

COPY -RIGHT

SILVA

SRO AT COFFEEHOUSECris Williamson (left) and Margie Adam combine for a song Thursday night.
strong
on
very
out
Williamson’s
repreated
celebration, "I’m just a
dreamchild of desire."
Song dedicated
When Adam came back on
stage, she dedicated a song
to Susan B. Anthony, the
leader of a feminist witches’
coven in Los Angeles.
According to Arlam,
Anthony was recently busted
for fortune-telling without a
license and rather than pay a
small fine, she is fighting the
charge.
Piling Up the Stones"
was a powerful song and

Capital Records.

Register No w

for April or Tilly LSAT

Review Course

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE
Instruction in exam-taking techniques used successfully by
California pre-law students. Taught for over three years in
San Francisco and Berkeley by practicing lawyers....COST

$85.

Course for April 19 LSAT starts April 2
Course for July 26 LSAT starts July 9

Call (415) 433-5805 for complete information, or Write: 235 Montgomery St, Suite
710, San Francisco 94104
1.1.

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.75
7.95
1.95
4.95

New York Magazine
WPIX TV
GtoOP W WINS)
New York Post
New leader
Neat Reputroc
Otter Oark
New YOlil Darla News
Gannett Newoltakoers
Cue Maga:roe Newsweek Ti,, Natranar Observer lite Me,e7Pne

WINNER

"BEST ACTRESS
_" LIV

ULLMANN

Max von Sydow
Liv Ullmann
The Emigrants

50c

Wednesday Flicks

50c

7 pm

Morris Dailey

10 pm

THE GAMES AREA STRAIGHT POOL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Mow* Thursday, March 10-13 6:00 pm (qualifying)
Friday, March 14 2:30 pm (foals)
Nigh* eliminations until winner chosen
Nigh* winners advance to Friday afternoon finals
1

1.75

Presents

"ONE
OF THE
YEAR’S 10
BEST FILMS!"

"1

PRE -LAW STUDENTS

$1.95
1.75

Nigh* winners win free time
Finalists win brd cues, discount cards,
& more free time
Nigh* entry-11.50: enter as often as you like

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

signups

277-3226

at the desk
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Wyatt, Krause lead track win over Stanford

(

a

By Nick Nasch
A rain that never completely went away halted last
Saturday’s track meet
between SJSU and Stanford
University for 15 minutes.
But the showers that fell on
Bud Winter Field could not
dampen the sparkling
performances of juniors Jim
Wyatt and Rudy Krause.
Lifetime bests by Wyatt in
the 440-yard intermediate
hurdles and Krause in the
two-mile sparked SJSU to a
9342 dual meet victory.
Taking firsts in 13 events,
SJSU posted its largest
winning margin against the
Cardinals since 1968, when
the Spartans triumphed 9451.
In a series that dates back
to 1940, SJSU leads 154 and
has a dual meet winning
streak of three.
A rain that limited competition in most of the field
events could not stop Wyatt
and Krause.
Wyatt, a transfer from
Skyline College, was pitted
against a solid Stanford duo,
Dave Bagshaw and Matt
Hogsett.
Bagshaw has a personal
best of 52.2, and Hogsett, last
year’s Pac-8 Conference
intermediate hurdles
champion, ran 53.0 in
Stanford’s March 1 dual
meet win over Fresno State
University.
A civil engineering major,
Wyatt, turned in a 53.1 in
SJSU’s non -team scoring
meet with Hayward State
and San Francisco State
universities two weeks ago.
There was a steady drizzle
when the intermediate
hurdles began.
Running in lane three, the
inside lane because lanes one
and two were empty, Wyatt
easily made up the stagger
and was in command coming
off the last turn, winning in a
fast 52.6, a personal best.
-I felt confident all the
way and knew I had it won
after the eight hurdle," he
said of his specialty, in which
there are 10 hurdles to be
cleared.
His winning time cut .2 off
his lifetime best, which was
the fastest intermediate
hurdle
time
by
any
California junior college
athlete last year.
"I really needed the
competition to push myself,"
Wyatt said.
"It was a little tight going
around the turn. Four and
five are the best lanes."
Wyatt said the weather
had no effect on him. "We
practiced all week in the
rain."
Spartan Perry Pleyte ran

vj
V No.

into

TIRED, BUT HAPPYSpartan distance coach Don Riggs,
in cap, congratulates Rudy Krause, center, and Dan Gruber
after they finished one-two in the two-mile against Stanford
a lifetime best of 53.6 in
finishing third.
Wyatt’s 52.6 ranks him
eighth among all-time SJSU
intermediate hurdlers.
Krause late entry
Krause was not among
SJSU’s entries in the twomile when Ernie Bullard,
head track coach, announced
the Spartan alignment for
Stanford last Monday.
After Bullard and Don
Riggs, assistant in charge of
the distance runners, placed
Krause, SJSU freshman twomile record holder at 8:58.4,
in the event, the Spartan was
not considered the favorite.
That role fell to Stanford’s
Mark McConnell.
Using wise strategy,
Krause hung on McConnell’s
shoulder for the first six
laps. Then Krause took off
the last two laps, beating the
field by a good 10 yards,
winning in a time of 8:51.8.
Krause’s teammate Dan
Gruber, a sophomore, placed
second in his personal best of
8:56.4, cutting 4.4 seconds
from his previous best mark.
McConnell finished fifth.
Krause, who had ranked
eighth on the all-time
Spartan two-mile list, moved
up to fourth, and Gruber
went from 11th to seventh.
"I had it"
-I knew I had it after three
laps. The time surprised me,
though," Krause said. "I
thought I could do 8:56."
Krause walked a lap after
his race, and as he came
around in front of the stands
he received a standing
ovation that brought a smile

to his face.
He said he did not hear the
public address announcer
tick off his time as he was
"heading for home" in the
two-mile. "I heard nothing,"
he said.
"I tied up in the end,"
Krause said, an indication
that on a warmer day he
might have turned in an even
faster clocking.
Even with the inclement
weather, there were some
solid performances by the
Spartans.
The 440-yard relay team of
Johnson,
John
James
McCollum, Bruce Smiley
and Ron Whitaker posted a
swift 40.7.
Faulty starter’s gun
The foursome’s winning
time was achieved despite a
faulty starter’s gun.
A new false start rule is in
season,
this
effect
disqualifying any competitor
on his first false start instead
of his second, as before.
The second shot of the
starter’s
gun
turned
everyone’s thoughts to the
false start rule, but it was
only the starter’s gun
misfiring.
of
With
thoughts
disqualification out of the
way, the Spartan relay team
proceded to accelerate past
the Cards.
The Spartan quartet
surpassed the qualifying
time, 41.2, for the National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association
championship
meet to be held June 5-7 at
Provo, Utah.
Whitaker, McCollum and

Cagers present
demands to coach
a

ft

fi

By Mike Lefkow
The storm is subsiding, but bitter effects
remain form the controversy surrounding
the SJSU basketball team.
Friday afternoon the players and their
team representative Dennis Black, a junior
guard, presented coach Ivan Guevara with a
list of demands they feel would help solve
the problems that plagued them this past
season.
But not all the players were happy with
the coach’s reaction to the demands or the
results of the meeting and three walked out
before it ended.
Guevara, the embattled coach of the
mess, felt some headway was made but was
disappointed that Mike Stevens, Don Orndorff, and Wynn Wilson walked out of the
meeting.
"I don’t want to talk negatively about
what they did," he said. "It would be best to
talk to them.
-I can understand their grievances and
want to handle them. I do not intend to
overlook them," Guevara stated.
Last week several players and one coach
aired their displeasure with varsity head
coach Ivan Guevara. They claimed Guevara
failed to treat all the players fairly and said
the hostilities built up as the season
progressed.
Some said the team’s late-season collapse
was a result of the lack of communication
and unity. At one point
team was 16-8
and in contention for the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association title. But the cagers
lost their last five games and dropped out of
the race.
Guevara countered with the claim that the
problems were overstated and no different
than those confronting basketball programs
on other campuses.
The fourth-year coach admitted it will

take time to heal the wounds, but said he
was going to meet with every player in an
attempt to iron out the problems.
But Stevens and Orndorff are questioning
whether these problems can be solved.
"The meeting was typical of what has
gone on all season," said the bitter Stevens.
"Nothing was solved.
"He (Guevara) keeps talking about
changing, but this meeting was handled the
same as all the others," he said.
"They evade the problems. That’s why
I’m thinking of leaving. The meeting was
just the shits," Stevens said.
Orndorff is not as bitter as Stevens but
said there has been a definite breakdown in
communications between the players and
Guevara.
"Be is weak when it comes to player.
coach relationships. He has lost the rapport
that he had at one time with the players,"
Orndorff said.
"He is a very good coach as far as
strategy is concerned, but a major college
coach has to be more than that," he added.
Both Stevens and 0..ndorff feel that the
SJSU basketball progam is in disarray.
"SJSU doesn’t take care of the players
they have here and their is no future planning," said Orndorff.
Guevara said the whole thing has gotten
out of hand
"I’m really sorry about this. I want to do
something about it," he said.
"I am not choosing sides and I want to talk
with the players before I niake further
statements," the coach added.
"I’m really down, very down," Guevara
muttered. ’In four years our program has
grown and now it’s going to be tough to
recruit."
"We are now going to have to repair instead of rebuild," he said.

Rosenfield

Saturday. Both Krause and Gruber ran lifetime bests as the
Spartans won, 93-52.

Smiley also distinguished
themselves in their individual events.
Whitaker won the 100-yard
dash in 9.6, out-sprinting
McCollum, who ran 9.7, an
improvement of .2 over his
previous 100 mark of this
season.
Smiley takes 220
Smiley -smoked" the field
iii the 220-yard dash, posting
a 21.6, beating Stanford’s
Marvin Holmes’ 22.0.
The outcome of the meet
was never in doubt after the
pole vault.
The Spartans trailed, 2723, going into this event, but
juniors Larry Johnson and
Roger Martin tied for first at

15 feet, giving SJSU a lead it
would never relinquish, 3128.
Both Johnson and Martin

said they could have vaulted
higher, but with the rain
making the vaulting runway
slippery, the competition
halted before the bar was
ever set at 16 feet.
The other Spartan pole
vaulter, Dan Ripley, world
amateur indoor record
holder at 18 feet 1, did not
compete due to a pulled
groin muscle.
When he can resume
vaulting is on a day-to-day
basis Ripley said.
The groin injury affects his
take-off, he said.
Schilling, Krogh win
Two
juniors,
Mark
Schilling and Dave Krogh,
made their season debuts
winning ones.
Schilling, a recreation
major, won the 880-yard run
in 1:54.8.
Krogh, who missed the
meet with Hayward and SF
State because of a groin pull,
threw the javelin 219 feet 8
for first place, beating
teammate Bob Mitre’s 199
feet 11.
The Spartans swept the
high jump as Ron Livers and
Charles Mackey tied for first
at 6 feet 8, the height at
which the rain stopped the

competition, and Mark
Insley cleared 6 feet 6 for
third place.
Weeks doubles
Mark Weeks, a materials
science junior, picked up 10
points for SJSU by taking
first in both the shot put and
the discus.
He threw the shot 54’2 feet

and hurled the discuss
feet 3.
Long jumpers Curtis L
and Dan Carter went one
in their event.
Senior Davis leape
wind-aided 25 feet 44
Carter, a junior,
jumped 24 feet 8’2.

Nothing But A Pure Deal

QUALITY GAS

Reg. 49.9
Ethyl 51.9

Puritan Oil Co. So. 4th & Williams

MODERN! DRUG CO.
Anthony Campagna, Jr.
\l,c.’rofessional Pharmacist
UNTIL

OPEN

Available at

MIDNIGHT
2nd and Santa Clara St
.Si.

Spartan Bookstore

998-8800

Style Rite Barber Shop

WHAT’S AN EASTER NUT?
($25 value from the 6131
RULES
1. All full and part-time students are eligible
(with the exception of A.D.S.A.A.F. members).
2. Interpretation of clues is your guide to
finding Easter Nuts.
3. No Easter Nuts are hidden on private
property, in buildings (including S.J.S.U.
classrooms) or in bushes. NO DIGGING,
PLEASE!
4. When an Easter Nut is found, take it to the
Spartan Bookstore Main Office.
5. S.J.S.U. Service Card (plastic ID) and
Membership Card must be presented when
turning in Easter Nuts.
6. A student is only eligible to win once.
7. Easter Nuts are within the radius of San
Fernando St. on the north, San Salvadore St.
on the south, Tenth St. on the east, and
Fourth St. on the west. All Easter Nuts are on
the S.J.S.U. campus. Please DON’T LOOK ON
PRIVATE PROPERTY!
8. The contest runs from March 7, 1975 to
March 14, 1975. Any Easter Nuts turned in
after March 14, 1975 at 5:00 p.m. are invalid.

THE CLUE
No need to burn or break
Keep out of mischief for your own sake
Neither in buildings public or private
That’s not the place where we hide it

DESCRIPTION OF
EASTER NUTS
They are brightly colored walnuts with a pink
ribbon around them. Inside is a special piece
of paper with the Spartan Bookstore logo
and imprint. (It’s specially embossed so it
cannot be forged.)
Another reminder to stay away from private
property and out of the buildings. There is no
need to dig up anything or trample the shrubs
and bushes. The Easter Nuts are in plain
sight and away from the plants on campus.
Your cooperation with these rules will make it
possible to have more contests like this in the
future. So pleaseDON’T BE DESTRUCTIVE!

53

For Easter Nut No. 3 to get
Look behind where people rest
Up against the wall you may be
But look to the right then you’ll see
It’s close to a cartoon, he has a jaw like a bell
A mounted Canadian with his girl friend Nell
For Easter Nut No. 4 to enlarge your purse
Look all around for a wooden bench first
And as you follow your eyes and your ears
A man who runs a train becomes clear
Red bricks all around and across there’s a lawn
But it’s not inside a building, so don’t get us wrong

.1?AiTCA111 300(17.CM
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Twin bills

LONG HAIR
OUR SPECIALTY

postponed

REGULAR
HAIRCUTS . .

’

by weather

Doug Lireene
EW FROM THE BOTTOM -Gordon Everett, senior pre -nursing major,
actices on the parallel bars. He is the defending Pacific Coast Athletic As-

sociation champion in the event

sompetes despite handicap

Everett pushes self to top
By Mike Garcia
Having polio usually
eans the degradation of
ing the last in line for
vrything.
But for polio victim
irdon Everett, being last in
se means being the best.
Gymnast Everett is the
st man up in the pommel
irse, parallel bars, and
ngs. And in each event he
is the best scores for a
sartan this season.
As a youngster with polio,
almost gave up hope of
:coming an athlete.
But with encouragement
om his coaches at Westiinster (Ca.) High School
id Golden West College,
verett "found a home" in
yrnnastics.
Often tempted to quit
But
he
still
gets
iscouraged.
"Some days I feel like
Lying up. Sometimes things
cull go right and I question
it’s worth it," Everett said.
"On those days I have to
ut forth a lot of effort to
vercome
fatigue
and
ersonal problems. I also

have a bad shoulder that
bothers me."
Painful childhood
For Everett, childhood
was painful.
"I didn’t want to grow up
to be nothing. But it looked
that I was going to end up
that way until my freshman
year in high school," Everett
said.
His high school gymnastics coach pushed him
into gymnastics and the
result pleased both of them.
As a senior, Everett placed
in three events (pommel
horse, parallel bars and
rings) at the California
Interscholastic Federation
meet held in Southern
California.
At Golden West, he
repeated his high school
success by placing in the
same three events in the
state junior college tournament.
PCAA Champion
As a Spartan, he was last
season’s Pacific Coast
Athletic
Association’s
champion in the parallel
bars.

His chances for repeating
this year?
"There’s always someone
out there that’s going to get
you. But I’m not going to let
it psyche me out," Everett
said.
The importance of Everett
to the team is shown by its
record when he
was
academically ineligible for
athletics last semester.
The gymnasts were 0-3
without him and 6-5 at
season’s end.
In this semester’s six
meets (two of which were
triangular contests), Everett
was the top Spartan four
times in each of his three
events.
Compensates for handicap
Everett doesn’t do normal
routines.
"On the pommel horse I
lack the basic moves, but I
compensate for that by doing
more difficult moves," he
said.
"And on parallel bars I
support my right foot with
my left," he added.
"I have trouble with
dismounts (getting off the

Suspended JV player
named top hoopster
The loss of Gary Fair apparently took its
on the JV basketball team, even though
lost only two games out of its final seven.
Fair was suspended Feb. 8 after he
flocked down an official in SJSU’s contest
UC Berkeley that day. Fair maintained
lat the incident was an accidental collision.
According to final season statistics
ompiled by coach Joe Jennum, Fair was
he best overall player on the team by
arning 439 points in a system devised by
ennum.
Jennum awards points for field goal and
ree throw conversions, rebounds,
ecoveries, assits and for controlling jump
He subtracts points for missed field goal
aid free throw attempts, personal fouls
ornmitted and turnovers.
Fair’s 439 points were the highest on the
earn. Mark Tanner’s 411 placed him
.econd, followed by Tracy Haynes with 342,
(en Lucas 324, Roy Hutchins 197, Bill
kugust 180, and Davn Evertsz 132.
Fair earned his points by scoring the
.econd highest number of field goals despite
nissing the final seven games, and by
inishing second in free throws made and
hird in field goal percentage. He tied Lucas

for the rebound leadership with 144, and
committed few turnovers and personal
fouls.
Tanner did well by scoring the most points
on the team, having the second best free
throw percentage at 71 per cent, and by
dishing out 64 assists.
He lost points by committing 70 turnovers,
19 more than anyone else, and 67 personal
fouls, third highest on the team.
Haynes had the best field goal percentage
(61 per cent), was 29 of 49 from the line, and
corralled 104 rebounds, third best on the
team. But he committed 46 personal fouls
and 40 turnovers.
Lucas scored 226 points, fourth best on the
team, but had a poor free throw percentage
(47 per cent). He tied for the lead in
rebounds with 144.
"Obviously, all the guys have areas they
have to improve," said Jennum. "But given
the proper attitude and the desire to work,
they can make a contribution to the varsity.
"The group will be successful at whatever
they attempt," Jenum said. "They have a
pretty good estimation of their own worth
and ability. They won’t be unduly pressured
by situations around them."

Golf team easily
defeats Stanford
Four Spartan golfers
arded par rounds of 72 to
iefeat Stanford 18-9 last
week at Almaden Country
Aub.
Senior Jim Knoll, juniors
Don Thames, Scott Hoyt and
sophomore Eric Batten fired
even par scores over the
tricky 6830-yard Almaden
course to win their individual
matches and tie for medalist
honors.
Thames
and
Batten
clinched the match for SJSU

by sweeping nine points in
the final foursome.
It was SJSU’s third consecutive dual match victory
in as many events and its
second win against Stanford
in four tournament and dual
match meetings this year.
Yesterday, the Spartans
entered the three-day 54-hole
Aztec Invitational Tournament in San Diego, which
should prove to be their best
test of the early rainedroaked season.

Gal cage team duels SF
The women’s basketball
team hosts San Francisco
State University tonight at 8
In PER 101.

Coach Carolyn Lewis’
squad is 7-4 on the season
going into its last home game
of the season.

Three
cagers
honored
Three SJSU basketball
players were named to two
different all-star teams this
past week.
Pete Miller, Don Orndorff
and Earl Hogue were named
to the honorable mention AllNorthern California team by
the Nor -Cal Basketball
Writers and Broadcasters
Association.
Hogue and Orndorff were
also named to the second
team in the Pacific Coast
Athletic
Association
(PCAA).
Miller was the leading
scorer on this year’s team,
hitting at a 14.0 clip.
Orndorff, despite a broken
shooting
his
bone in
averaged 12.6.

apparatus gracefully, and
because dismounts are
counted heavily by judges, I
was always at a disadvantage," Everett said.
"But my coach beat the
hell out of me and made me

learn how to do dismounts
properly."
The senior biology major
plans to go into nursing, but
first he is looking towards
the PCAA championships in
late March.

SJSU’s varsity and JV
baseball teams were victims
of the weather over the
weekend.
had
Spartans
The
doubleheaders against
Humboldt State (Friday)
and UC Davis (Saturday)
rained out.
The UC Davis twin-bill,
which SJSU tried
to
reschedule for Sunday, also
had to be postponed.
Hopefully the sun will
come out and dry up things
enough for Davis and SJSU
to play two games Wednesday afternoon.
The JVs were rained out of
three contests. Their contest
scheduled last Thursday
with Stanford at South
Campus and their twin bill
against Santa Clara at Buck
Shaw Stadium Saturday
were washed out.
They are scheduled to host
Santa Clara Wednesday at
2:30 p.m. and Gavilan
College of Gilroy Thursday.

HAIR DESIGN,
CUT, STYLE

6.50

NO APPT NECESSARY

tMAN OF TODAY
BARBER SHOP

DI SAN TOMAS AQUINO RD - CAMPSELL

Oter4

7 DAYS

374.9735

9 TO 7

P.M.

STAR MOTOR Ar.
IMPORTS
to% DISCOUNT SPECIAL STUDENT
ON SERVICES AND
REPAIRS ON ALL

BODY DISCOUNT
ON

ALL

NEW FIATS

AND NEW PEUGEOTS
FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC MODELS

SEE THE ALL NEW
PEUGEOT DIESEL SEDAN
& WAGON WITH 35 MPG

375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD

FOR DiSCOUNT

PEACE CORPS-VISTA ON CAMPUS NOW
Apply now, go into training this summer,

ATTENTION
FOREIGN STUDENTS
Many people in the community would like to
become acquainted with you. Some would like
to show you local sights or invite you to their
homes. Some need advice on foreign travel
and language. Some occasional work
opportunities available. If you are
interested come to the Intercultural Center
at 146 So. 10th St. on Wednesday March
12 between 12 and 5 pm for details.

2.50

MAN OF TODAY
SPECIAL

if you’re a senior or graduate student in:
Biology

Mathematics

Chemistry

Medical Technology

English

Nursing

French

Physics

Guidance/Counseling

Psychology

Health Education

Sociology

Home Economics

Spanish

Industrial Studies

Urban/Regional Planning

Interviews today by appointment through Placement Office, Bldg AA, 277-2816
For information:

PEACE CORPS/VISTA
Cafeteria -Student Union
Through Fri., Mar. 14, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
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for sale

lost and found

Help
LEARN SELF-HYPNOSIS
yourself to improved grades, ins
improved
proved perception,
memory, improved concentration. &
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner. 371.2992.

Flocked Velvet Posters large variety
5200 each New summer king sue
Indian bedspreads IS SO Incense
park of OS for SO cents Large variety
of patches Iron transfers Imported
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphanallas Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights. one block
from the college 80 E San Fernando
St.
- - KAWASAKI 304 52. 9600 miles. Good
cand. Just tuned up New area,
battery. clutch. Extras. MOO. Call
eves. Hao. 289 9317.

520 REWARD FOR RETURN OF
CHURCH MUSIC TAKEN FROM
CAR FEB 4 KEEP CASE, MUSIC
NEEDED. NO QUESTIONS CALL
948.7691.

padded
WATERBED -Double,
nag hyde, heater, 4 flies old. must
sell SITO best offer See Ray, Allen
Han rm 234 any lime

Single Adults, Enrich your Me by
attending coffee. fellowship & Bible
study, 8 45 10 15 am, Sundays, Bit
()Sweden Restaurant (behind Seers.
San Carlos & meridian) Provision
Ice children

-College age classes at
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
termediate students. Small classes.
Beverly
individual attention.
Eufrazia Grant, Director. 241.1300.
The Christian Science Organization
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7:30
p.m in the Student Chapel (located
between the men’s and women’s
gyms).
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
Wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new looksare
available in hundreds of sizes, styles
and colors. Traditional creamy
white, flowery pastels. bordered or
plain. Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding invitations Deal direct for
decided savings! Special offer for
SJSU students.- -Present this ad and
receive a special discount on any
order
Town and County Duplicating
10321 S. Sunnyvale.Saratere Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 2534131.
Sprout
Sandwiches-all
kinds.
HERO’S We accept Food Stamps.
126 E San Salvador btwn 3rd and 4th
Sts.
305 9 40’s CLOTHES
Antiques, nostalgia, rustics. etc. The
Paradise Shop 3210 S. Bascom
Friday Flicks presents T14! AAAAA
CHASE: A look at the dramatic and
lighter sides of two college students
trying to earn a diploma at a com
petitive Eastern University. One of
the best flicks of the year This
Friday, March 14. Morris Dailey
aud. SO cents. By A P1,10
The Christian Science Organization
would like to invite everyone to Its
Thursday evening meetings Of 710
pm in the Student Chapel (locatml
between the mens and wOMIMS
gyms/.

automotive
OOOOO yman Mechanic will save you 1
on auto repairs Mawr repairs on
Foreign cars Minor only on
American cars. Ex. VW Nneop $25
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 2173064
FULLY GUARANTEED RECAPS,
USED TIRES ALL MAJOR BRAND
NEW TIRES CAL’S RADIAL TIRE
SALES 275 8360

help wanted
Student looking for house and yard.
work on the weekends 5250 hr
Shelley 998 7470 Alter 6 PM.

housing
Club Coed
San Jose Rini
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking, linen & maid
service, color T.V. Ping pong, kit
Chen facilities, inside courtyard,
grand piano, free coffee. 21.50 week
share: 79.50-84.50 Mo. share,
109.50-up single. 202 So. 11th St.
Pilo. 293 7374.
Mother Olson’s-10 locations-19 50 &
20.50 wk. share. 2750 L 28.50 wk
single -discount or monthly rates
122 N BIb St Pho 293/374.
AEK. Very clean.
3 111dr, unfurn
centrally located, ideal for 3
Students 1263 Park Ave Call 398
5376 monthly.
I NM w.PVT BATH & PUT. ENT., WW
CARPET. WW MIRRORED CLOS
ET, UTIL INCL, 0125 578.6577.

Iso bracelet.
LOST! Small I
Sentimental value. Reward if found.
Contact Lynn VIdali. 292.2784. At
night.

personals

Understanding female sought to share
apt with sensitive nosing man.
W.C.P. and voice defect. Call 2002308 alter 550 pm
Shy young girl Woking fOr that handsome. coquettish. bon.vivant named
Tandy to wish him a happy birthday
Ott March 12.
Happy Birthday to You
Nappy Birthday to You
Happy Birthday dear Tandy
Happy Birthday to You
"Lave and Kisses" Cawoi

imm
Professional Typist, fast, accurate,
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
749.28141.
. Gentle,
WEDDING PHOT
All Natural Color. photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quaiity
work Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 792
7601 Evenings

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area One low price 04 S84 includes
the full service of a PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER, sixty color
prints of your choice, a gold and
white "Our Wedding" album, a
complete set of color slides, and
B RIDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES
There is no extra charge for
photography anywhere in Northern
California, and no time limits
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased at any
time, with 50 7’5 at Si 00 each. and 8
x 10’S at $250 each. All work is
guaranteed to your satisfaction
Make an appointment to see our
samples -then decide Open every
evening until W p.m For FREE
B RIDAL PACKET call 257 3161
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does al ’I
the pri40 with twice the quality.
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers. Phone 996 12S2
foe free estimate.
PARIS...AMSTERDAM
MADRID LONDON
STUDENT I.D. CARDS
SHIPS RAIL PASSES LOW
IC
COST TRANS
FLIGHTS YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS FREE TRAVEL IN
FOR. .INTER EUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS WORK
MICHAEL
ABROAD CONTACT
OR 001 AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST. 223 E Santa Clara, No 710,
SAN JOSE CA 15113 1401111 287.8301,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN tam -12
Foah’s Ark ProSchool 730 So. Second
St., San Jose. phone 275.0461. Rates:
Full time -S90 per month; Part
lime-S3 per
day or SS Per NH
day. Qualified staff. Friendly at
mosphere.
Experienced Thesis Typist-Master’s
Reports-Dissertations. Marianne
Tamberg -137
Escobar
Ave.
forrront 354.42412 Los Gatos
EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electric
Term Papers, Reports, Thesis, etc.
Dependable. Mrs. Allen 294 1313.

Prof Typing last. accurate
Can edit theses, reports. etc
Dependable Mrs A5lanian 290 4101
TYPING
SHORT
NOTICE
REASONABLE My home 267 311.,
NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
PapersSERVICE
Term
manuscripts- letters. 75 cents a
page. Kitty Carter 262 1923
Student Typing SO cents per pg. +
paper steno services extra. 3% S
11th Si Cali /amnia 998 0352
VW Parts & Repair. Call Gertie’s 21141
6684 .7 30 7 00
- Your paper read, edited for a modest
fee. Experienced and thorough
Tutorial approach Expert typing.
short notice Joe 371 4479.
- - -SAVE THIS AD!
Before you purchase any Hi F t stereo
equipment. color TV’s, tape, car
stereo. and accessories, check with
us for discount pricing to SJSU
students and faculty for most traiOr
brands Distributor prices on tape
and speakers 9911.2693.
Experienced typist, last accurate,
reasonable rates, in my home 259
7819
_
Sculpture and Drawing classes wiM
Model clay, metal. cement and
casting Call p.m 354 1849.
- - - Need help with set problems? Or just
have questions? New sex counseling
service on campus for all students,
gay. straight. or bisexuals Call 277
2966 or drop by Building K for in
formation or appointments Coo
fidennal

EUROPE -ISRAEL -AFRICAORIENT Student flights year round
Contact ISCA 11687 San Vincente
Blvd number 4 L.S Calif 90049
TEL 12131 0265669. 826-09SS
LOW COST TRAVEL
Europe, Orient &South America
TRAVEL CENTER
2435 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, Ca 94704
14151 54 7000
LOWEST COST POSSIBLE Air Fares
to Europe from 1400 round trip
(Landon). Low Cost flights from
London to East and West Africa and
Tel Aviv. Ail Main European
BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL 937
Siliregga Ave San Jose, Ca. 446
5252.

FURNISHED 1 60RM. APT. CLEAN
& QUIET. Water L Garbage pd
Tenant parking $13.5 mo. Near ’Jill.
Summer rates available. 294.7332 or
292-4059.
PRIM ROOM AND OOOOO for un
ritritanceno *mail to share with
man. Voice defect. Call 208230$
after 300 rm.
SUPERLARGE 1 BORM - IDEAL
FOR 2 OR 1 FURNISHED, CAR
PETS 1 13 BATH $160 439 S 4th
CALL 9901619.
2 rail FOR RENT, older house. Mts.
nr. Alum Rock Pb. pool, 1.3 acre,
fruit trees, air cond., patio. firepl.
Superview. 5116.67 ea. + otil I dep.
277.4000 vt. 4304, 998.0572, Larry.

Buy It, Sell It,
With A

Apt. for rent. Unfurn or turn 4 blocks
from campus 5130 5140 354 No Ott,
Street See Manager
59o41oArt.-SO9 mon. 48 North 9111 395.
6313 Call evenings after 1130
Friday Flicks presents THE AAAAA
CHASE A look at the dramatic and
lighter sides of two college StudentS
trying tO earn diploma at coin
petItive Eastern University. One of
the best flicks of the year. This
Friday. March II, Morris Dell%
aud SO cents By A Phi 0

One Berm Apt., Furn,
Quiet. Pimp, S120130.
5365 Itts 795.7894
Female looking for room in house
outside of San Jose city area I need
a little greenery Call 794 76415

Classified Ad
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Seltzer promotion bid fails
Continued from Page 1
The California State
Education Code mandating
the primary function of a
State University is teaching,
not faculty research.
"Lenore Seltzer came to
SJSU to teach," said
Blacker, adding she has an
excellent teaching record.
Blacker
referred
to
testimony by various faculty
members who said Seltzer
had done an outstanding job.
He also referred to a 1969

petition which was signed by
six out of eight members of
the Psychology Department
promotion committee advocating her promotion and
to student evaluations, which
were generally quite gpod.
Robertson argued against
the notion of a "double
standard" of criteria in
promoting faculty.
He
referred to testimony by
Bunzel stating there are no
"double standards" at SJSU.
"There is no evidence of

irregularity within the
promotion conunittes" said
Robertson.
Blacker, however, argued
Seltzer had been unfairly
treated by the promotion
committies by using an
"injurious" entry in her
personal file.
The injurious entry, according to Blacker, referred
to a statement made by
Seltzer in 1957, in which she
indicated her commitments
at home were more um-

portant than her teaching
commitments.
Blacker said the statement
was read in private by
committee members without
Seltzer’s knowledge.
"The impact the statement
had ( on committee members ) was devastating," said
Blacker.
Robertson
disagreed,
saying the grievance panel
which reviewed Seltzer’s
1971 case felt that statement
was still valid.

’Flexibility’ rule for campus radio

While
Judge
Hall
decision is the of lid:
opinion of the court, it wi
not be finalized until aft(
further consultations witle
both attorneys, and otheir
court protocol.

Nothing fits
like an old
tennis shoe.
Unless it’s a
resoled
tennis shoe.

KSJS broadcasts city council

PRIZE WINNER -This photo of David
Yarnold, taken by himself processing his
film in his hotel bathroom, won first place

at last weekend’s
competition.

inter collegiate journalism

Daily wins writing, photo awards
The Spartan Daily won six awards last
weekend in the California Intercollegiate
Press Association writing and photo
competition in Sacramento.
The paper won first place for best single
issue -a 24-page paper last semester in
which SJSU’s grades were thoroughly

investigated.
The best news story award went to Phil
Trounstine for a piece on the university’s
attempt to define its academic priorities.
David Yarnold won another first place
for photography for his photo of himself
developing his film.

"You have to be flexible,"
best describes the operation
of KSJS, according to Don
Mathias, station manager.
With a volunteer staff, the
limited power of a 85 watt
transmitter and a limited
budget, approximately
$2,600, there is nothing to do’
but be flexible, Mathias said.
Broadcasting on FM
frequency 90.7, KSJS has a
theoretical broadcasting
radius of 12 miles, Mathias
said, but obstructions such
as trees and tall buildings
limit its range.
its
gears
KSJS
programming toward the’
"college level," Mathias
said, instead of attempting to
compete witn commercial
radio stations.
"Are we really trying to
compete with somebody, or
are we providing a service?"
Mathias asked rhetorically.
In an attempt to provide a

service to the community,
KSJS broadcasts San Jose
City Council meetings in
their entirety on Tuesday
evenings when the government body is in session.
Mathias said the city
approached KSJS after
broadcasts by another
station, KKUP-FM, did not
work out, Mathias said.
"They pay for the phone
lines," the station manager
said in explaining the
financial arrangements of
the broadcasts.
He said city council
broadcasts are one of the
most listened-to programs
on KSJS, judging by listener
response.
"We always get a bunch of
calls if we don’t broadcast
the entire meeting," Mathias
noted.
He said KSJS’s broadcasts
of SJSU home football,
basketball, and baseball

Group fights to save neighborhood
Continued from Page 1
Instead of emphasizing
proposals unique to the
neighborhood, Christensen
said he wants to work with
other neighborhoods that
have similiar problems.
He said the city wants to
deal on a larger level and not
go into detail for each neighborhood.
Often is conducting a

survey of the people in the
area who are not students so
the CCIA can have a better
idea of its constituency.
The group has pushed for
curbs on street parking by
students, and there is sentiment for continuing that
even though the city rejected
the proposal.
Some members want the
area zoned only for single

family housing which would
prevent landlords from
renting out rooms seperately
in a house.
Unrelated people could
still rent a house, but they
would have to rent the house
together.
The residents are also
trying to attract families
back into the neighborhood.
Christensen said the

reasons why people don’t
live in the neighborhood are
often the quality of local
schools and the problems of
a deteriorating central city.
However, the group is now
optimistic about the future of
the neighborhood.
With the new concern
about energy, people may
have to live closer to the city.
Also there are more jobs

being created downtown
which may encourage more
people to move back in.
And there is the desire for
houses that are unique;
Christensen said people are
"becoming nostalgic" for
the old style neighborhood.
Otten agreed, saying the
mark of a civalized man is if
he can walk to where he
works.

games and a good nuniber of
away athletic contests have
drawn favorable reaction.
"The most response was
the game on TV," KSJS
sports director Dave Eddy
said of SJSU’s basketball
game against San Diego
State University Feb. 8 in
Spartan Gym.
Eddy, a radio-TV senior,
said the TV cameras’ angle
at the game constantly put
KSJS’s banner on camera.
As for music, Mathias said
no one dictates what individual disk jockeys will
play.

"the only thing we haven’t
played is the Osmonds,"
Eddy said.
drama
a
Mathias,
graduate student who is
writing his thesis on radioTV production, said that
a
takes
KSJS
while
approach,"
-professional
the staff consists of students
attempting to improve their
skills.
While all on -the-air spots
have been filled, Mathias did
say that additional personnel
are still needed and volunteers are welcome.

Official factory resoling
and repair service for
all athletic shoes.

Adidas
Tretorn

Puma
Tiger

Nike
Converse

Head
And more.

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
110u nt(mn San J,,Se
Pourth and San Fernando
felephone 293-0501

Nixon gets

no money
for police
SACRAMENTO (API The administration of Gov
Edmund Brown Jr. has
refused to give the San
Clemente police department
$117,000 to help protect
former President Richard
Nixon, a spokesman said
yesterday.
Bill Stall, Brown’s press
secretary, said the state
Office of Criminal Justrice
Planning OCJP has turned
down the city’s application
for part of the state’s
allocation from the federal
Law
Enforcement
Assistance Administration.

A GREAT NEED EXISTS
You can helo others
by donating I-’ood plasma.

LIFELINE
BIOLOGICALS
is offering
$16-70 a month.

If you are between
18 and 60, call or
come by weekdays

FA

Biologicals.

1469 Park Ave.
San Jose
998A 567

Class compares clothing quality
Paying huge sums of money at glamourous clothing shops
won’t necessarily insure that consumer receive higher
quality items than those available at less prestigious stores.
This fact was dramatized Wednesday by a groups of
xciology students who conducted a price-quality demonstration before its Social Change class.
The class, Soc. 183, is taught by Assistant Professor Robert
Gliner
The presentation consisted of showing the class two
comparable items of clothing and having the student vote on
which of the items they thought was of better quality and
therefore deserving of a higher price.
The class was shown -and was allowed to ouch and closely
examine -pairs of dresses, shirts, blouses, men’s and
women’s jeans and women’s shoes, jackets and suits.
In each pair of items, the articles were of similar design
and were made of comparable materials.
The class was not told where any of the items were purchased, nor were any brand names divulged.
With the dresses, 23 students believed that a cream colored
dress was of finer quality than a blue one.
Nine students voted that the blue one deserved a higher
price.

Student leaders
rap compromise
Student presidents, Min
once said they would support
no collective bargaining bill
with the professors’ "right to
strike" clause, now say they
will reconsider their stand.
The presidents will continue to oppose any collective bargaining bill "unless
there is active student involvement at the bargaining
table," according to Dave
Welch, administrative
assistant for A.S. President
John Rico.
Rico was not available for
conunent.
MAO( attended a meeting
recently in Fresno along
with student presidents from
the Cal State University and
(’allege system, Dr Dale

Burtner, United l’rufessors
California
(UPC)
of
president, and Sen. Howard
Way, R-Fresno.
It was decided at the
said,
Welch
meeting,
"...dents would "play it by
ear" on the strike clause,
making it clear that
presidents opposed the
clause but realized the "give
and take" of political
bargaining.
"If it (a collective
bargaining bill) looks like
it’s going to pass, then we
start working on the
said,
Welch
details,"
referring to possible comstudent
the
promises
presidents would have to
roaks’

MIKE MEDVED
LECTURER AND AUTHOR
will speak on ISRAEL, JEWS
and AMERICAN POLITICS.
Wed. March 12-8:00 p.m.
Jewish Student Center
441 S 10th St. S.J.

Actually, the class was told, the dress that received 23
votes was purchased at a Pic-A-Dilly Shop for $10 and the
blue one, which most of the class thought was chaper, vmt for
$40 at a Magnin store.
Evidently, the more expensive dress not only looked
chaper than its $10 counterpart, it wasn’t put together as well
wither.
"The first time I wore this dress," said the girl who owned
the Magnin creation, "a seam came out."
’rhe class was also shown two pairs of leather-and-wood
platform shoes.
One pair received votes and the other 12.
The pair the majority of the class thought was better was
pruchased at Thom McCan for $15, and the pair that received
12 votes cost $25 at Macy’s.
A majority of the class also voted incorrectly on the
comparable value of the men’s jeans and shirts, but more
than half the students successfully picked out the more expensive women’s jeans, blouses, jackets and suits.
Even though the class was able to pick the better iten infour of eight pairs, Becky Creger, spokeswoman for the
group, said the demonstration revealed that money can be
saved by shopping at stores with less glitter and lower prices.
Stores with dramatic mark-downs in prices offer clothes
that are closeouts or which have minute defects, she said.
"They might have a slight flaw in them," Creger said, "but
it would be worth $10 to sew on a button."
Creger and six others conducted the demonstration as a
semester project.
Gliner said other class groups are organizing a food co-op
and a swap meet at which money will be prohibited and instead students will be encouraged to swap products and
services.
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TICKETS. 11.50. 6.50. 5.50 / 10% discount on purchase of entire I.. les
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE -912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
(Stevens Creek and Winchester, next to Fox Theater)
and all Mecy’s
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This man wants to talk with you
Why? Because he knows he has a lot to learn
from students and the concerns they have like the economy, human relations, politics,
big business, and the job market. He wants to
talk with you about whatever is on your mind.
The Executive in Residence Program has
sponsored Mr. Batten’s visit to SJSU so you
can get his perspective on student concerns.
Why W.M. Batten? Because of his credits:
Former Chairman of the Board, JC Penney Co.
Board of Directors member, N.Y. Stock Exchange
Trustee, Committee for Economic Development
Director, National Council for U.S.-China
Trade
Director, American Telephone and Telegraph
Co.
Director, Boeing Company
And that’s just a partial list.

Here’s some of the places Mr. Batten will be
so you can talk with him:
WED. MARCH 12
9:30am-Coffee in the Bus. School Faculty
lounge
11:00am-Open-end discussion in the Student
Union Council Chambers
7:00pm-Firing-Line Interview in Bus. Rm.
014
THUR. MARCH 13
8:00am-Breakfast in the Dorm Dining Commons
12:30pm-Brown Bag lunch in Bus. Rm. 316
For information about all of the scheduled
activities for Mr. Batten, contact Dean Halverson’s office in the Business Tower.

THE EXECUTIVE RESIDENCE PROGRAM

